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BAROLO 2016 & 

BARBARESCO 2017 
Standards are high in these latest-release Piedmont vintages, if you know where to look. 

Take the guidance of our expert Stephen Brook, who tasted many of the wines soon after 

release, in Italy and London, along with riservas from Barolo 2014 and Barbaresco 2015 

Barolo 2016 

It was obvious a year ago, when the 2016 

Barbarescos came on the market, that this was 

an exceptional vintage for Nebbiolo. Even 

though the 2015 vintage had been met with 

acclaim, it seemed to many that the 2016s 

were even better - an impression confirmed 

after tasting the 2016 Barolos earlier this year. 

Dozens of excellent wines have had to be 

omitted from the recommendations that follow, 

simply because there is not space to cover 

them all (see more on Decanter.com/Premium). 

Below: the village of 

Barolo, looking north, 

with the Castello 

Comunale Falletti di 

Barolo in the centre 



Moreover, one finds the same diversity of 
styles as in a less homogenous vintage. House 
styles and vineyard typicity have not been 
eradicated by the high ripeness levels. 

After a mild, dry winter, a rainy spring 
helped to restore the water table. Relatively 
cool temperatures slowed the ripening season, 
and this continued through the summer and 
well into September. There was some rainfall, 
and constant breezes kept disease at bay. The 

j only fly in the ointment was limited hail 
� damage in some Barolo vineyards such as 
� Cerequio and La Morra. Fine weather through
� the autumn brought the grapes to high but not 
B excessive ripeness levels, and the harvest 
� continued at a relaxed pace until mid-October. 
� However, the weather was slightly cooler 
.c � than in 2015 and this made a significant 
0, 

� difference, as acidity levels in the Nebbiolo 
5: were higher than in the preceding vintage. 

Alcohol levels were slightly lower than in 
2015. There were a handful of flabby, overripe 
wines, but they were very much the exceptions. 
Most 2016s have a classic Barolo profile from 
a great year, and they are both structured and 
balanced. Vietti observed that even the seed 
tannins were ripe in 2016, so there was little 
risk of extracting harshness during the 
fermentation. In this respect they are 
comparable to the 2010s, but that vintage had 
its own specificity. Others compare it to 2013, 
but overall 2016 is the superior vintage. 

Barolo riserva 2014 

As I reported two years ago, 2014 was 
undoubtedly a difficult vintage in Barolo. Wet 
conditions during the summer led some 
growers to panic and pick too early, even if for 
understandable reasons. Many estates did not 
release any single-vineyard wines but chose ► 
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Vintage verdicts 
2017 A very hot and dry summer, though

some beneficial rain fell by early September. 

An early harvest of concentrated Barbaresco 

wines. Excellent overall, but some may be too 

extracted. Rating: 5/5 

2016 A warm autumn fully ripened the grapes,

which remained healthy. A superb year, giving 

structured and harmonious Barolos that will age 

well. Rating: 5/5 

2015 Overall, this vintage delivered excellent

and approachable wines, and the Barbaresco 

riservas, while more structured, may not give more 

pleasure than the regular bottlings. Rating: 5/5 

2014 A rainy summer resulted in a problematic

vintage, although growers who did not panic made 

some excellent wines. With very few exceptions, 

though, not an obvious vintage for Barolo riservas. 

Rating: 4/5 

instead to blend the grapes in order to 

produce a generic Barolo of good quality. 

Others had the courage (or means) to wait 

until better weather returned in the autumn, 

as it did, and then to pick at higher ripeness 

levels. So although it won't count as a great 

vintage, 2014 did produce some very good 

wines - but not consistently. 
Many of the wines were enjoyable young 

and overall it did not seem to be a year for 

lengthy cellaring. That makes it surprising 

that a few producers did opt to produce 

riservas in 2014, requiring longer ageing of the 

wines in wood that could risk drying out the 

wines. Of the handful of 2014 riservas tasted, 

some were clumsy, and the successes can be 

counted on the fingers of one hand. 

Barbaresco 2017 

'In this vintage,' says Gaia Gaja, 'we had 80 

days without rain during the summer.' Europe 

is getting used to these scorching summers, 

but they can be problematic in often marginal 

areas such as Barbaresco, where the aim had 

always been to reserve the most favoured 

slopes for Nebbiolo that needed to be fully 

ripe. Today, however, optimal exposure can at 

times be a drawback, increasing the risk of 

sunburnt grapes. 

The preceding vintage had been very warm 

but not excessively hot, so the wines of 2016 

retained freshness and acidity. There were 

fears that this would not be repeated in 2017 

and that the wines would suffer from low 
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'Most 2016 Barolos have a classic 
profile from a great year, and they 
are both structured and balanced' 

acidity. To the surprise of many, this was not 

the case, and 2017 turned out to be a fine 

vintage for Barbaresco. 

April began warm, but then temperatures 

tumbled. On 15 April there was hail. As so 

often, it was localised, but Neive was badly hit. 

The problem for growers was compounded by 

a late April frost followed by some rain. 

From May through August it was very hot 

and dry, and the main problem was sunburn 

on the grapes, though the effects of this could 

be eliminated at harvest if not before. June 

temperatures broke records and nights were 

warm. Some beneficial rain did fall in late 

August and early September. Still, it was an 

early vintage, with Barbaresco picked from 

mid-September into late October. The only 

drawback was that the crop was rather small 

and about one third belo\\· a\'erage. 

It has to be said that not all tasters have 

greeted the 2017 Barbaresco \\'ith acclaim, 

finding many of the wine light. shallow and 

lacking in structure. Iha ms not my 

experience, although as in ewry vintage there 

Above: Chiara Boschis 

of E Pira & Figli 



are disappointing wines, even from normally 
reliable estates. One pleasant surprise is that 
despite the hail in Neive, the commune 
produced some very good wines. Hail, of 
course, does not necessarily reduce quality, so 

long as careful selection is made to ensure no 
damaged or oxidised berries enter the vats. 

2015 Barbaresco riserva 
The high quality of the 2015 vintage 
encouraged many growers in Barbaresco to 

release riservas. The summer had been hot, 
but without the heat spikes that might have 
scorched the berries. Veraison (colour change 
from green berries to red) was early, and cool 
nights in August and some timely rain helped 
to produce balanced wines from fully ripe 

grapes. The harvest was early and quite 
copious, with some forward wines of moderate 
acidity, but also some more structured wines 
that would have been singled out by producers 
to make riservas . 

• • •• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

50 of the top new Piedmont reds 
Stephen Brook tasted the great majority of these wines blind in January 2020 at the Nebbiolo Prima event in Alba, while others were 

tasted (non-blind) at the Grandi Langhe event that followed immediately after, also in Alba. Others were tasted later in London at 

importers' tastings. Unfortunately, at least one major tasting this year had to be cancelled because of Covid-19, so it was not possible 

to assess some wines from top producers. And, as always, many estates choose not to pour their wines at tasting events. 

Wines are listed within their DOCG and age categories, then by score, then alphabetically by producer. The final alcohols on some wines 

were not yet determined at time of tasting, and many UK allocations have still not been set, so tor availability and pricing updates, please 

consult your regular specialist merchants. 

Barolo 2016 
CD Amalia, Le Coste di Monforte, 

Monforte d'Alba 94 
£41.95 Jeroboams 

This estate's top vineyards are in Monforte. 
Its succulent Bussia in this vintage is 
surpassed by the Coste di Monforte, which 
is produced from lha at 400m. The 

raspberry-scented nose is sweet and 
intense and shows finesse. It's the balance 
that impresses here: rich and full-bodied, 
weighty but not too extracted, with 
polished tannins and great concentration. 
The finish is spicy, intense, complex and 
long. Drink 2020-2040 Alcohol 14.5% 

@Bruno Giacosa, Falletto, Serralunga 

d'Alba94 

£160Armit 

A massive wine from Serralunga, this 
displays dense cherry and red-fruit aromas 
that are solid and brooding. Full-bodied 
with firm tannins that are chunky now, this 
has immense concentration and force, if not 
the ethereal quality that marks Giacosa's 
supreme wines. But it's balanced, with the 
high alcohol not discernible, and given the 
slight furriness on the very long finish, this 

needs time. Drink 2022-2045 Ale 15% 

Casa Edi Mirafiore, Lazzarito, 

Serralunga d'Alba 94 
Mirafiore is a micro-winery within the vast 

outstanding Serralunga vineyard with rich 
marl soils, and its wines are deeply 
structured. The nose is rich and forceful, 
with spicy raspberry aromas, while the 

palate displays power, weight and 
pungency. There's admirable energy and 
great length, so this will go the distance. 
Organic. Drink 2022-2042 Ale 14% 

0 E Pira & Fig Ii, Mosconi, Monforte 

d'Alba94 

The vivacious Chiara Bosch is has been a 
modernist producer for 25 years, although 
she now uses far less new oak than in the 
past. She is best known for her Cannubi, 
but the Mosconi, from lha within this 
Monforte vineyard, can be just as fine in 
some vintages. The colour is deep for 
Barolo, the cherry and blackberry nose 
generous and opulent. It's a plump, rich, 
full-bodied and very concentrated wine 
that's assertive and youthful now - but in 
balance. Darker-fruited than most Barolos, 
it's structured, taut and long. Organic. 
Drink 2021-2038 

GB Burlotto, Monvigliero, Verduno 94 
This property has been in existence since 
1850, and is renowned for its Barolo from 
Monvigliero. Fermentation is prolonged, 
with two months on the skins, and there is 
long ageing in casks too. The nose is 
wonderfully perfumed and floral, with a 

Fontanafredda estate. Grapes are hint of truffles as well as elegant raspberry 
fermented with natural yeasts and given a fruit. Suave and concentrated, it's 
long maceration period. Lazzarito is an sustained by fine tannins and is fresh and 

taut, lively and precise. The finish is very 
long and suggests excellent ageing 
potential. The Cannubi is almost as fine. 
Drink 2020-2038 

Luigi Vico, Prapo, Serralunga d'Alba 94 
2016 was the first vintage for this 
Serralunga native, who established his 
commercial career in Turin. He's certainly 
got off to a good start here, with this 
single-vineyard Prapo. The nose has a 
delicate smokiness that envelopes 
charming red fruits. It's fleshy and very 
concentrated, with firm tannins that are 
not too extracted. Plenty of spice and 
acidity keep it lively, and it has impressive 
length. Drink 2020-2036 ►
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Palladino, Parafada, Serralunga d'Alba 94 
Deeply embedded in Serralunga, 

Palladino has been on a roll in recent 

vintages. Parafada is aged both in casks 

and in barriques. It's no heavyweight, and 

the raspberry-scented nose is lively and 

piquant, the attack fresh and zesty, limpid 

and energetic, with rich fruit but no 

over-extraction. Delicious now, this is well 

balanced and should age well. The Ornato 

is almost as fine. Drink 2020-2038 Ale 15% 

Paolo Manzone, Meriame, Serralunga 
d'Alba94 
£50 Amathus Drinks

Manzone's top Serralunga site is Meriame, 

where he owns 1.Sha of 70-year-old vines. 

Aged both in casks and tonneaux, this 

2016's raspberry nose is subdued but the 

palate is dense and compact, with 

assertive yet not harsh tannins. There's 

vibrant fruit here supported by good 

acidity that delivers a long finish with 

some finesse. Drink 2021-2038 Ale 14.5% 

Reverdito,.Badarina, Serralunga d'Alba 94 

Most of Reverdito's bottlings come from 

sites in La Morra, but Badarina is in 

Serralunga, a lofty site with vines planted 

in two amphitheatres. Stylish raspberry 

and redcurrant aromas are piercingly 

elegant. This isn't a voluptuous wine but 

it's concentrated and poised, with intensity 

and a fine tannic structure. Still unformed, 

it has great length and excellent potential. 

Drink 2020-2038 Ale 14.5% 

@Vietti, Lazzarito, Serralunga d'Alba 
94 

£137.50-£165.83 (ib) Appellations, 

Jeroboams, VinQuinn, Vinum, Wineye 

Vietti's Barolos mostly come from 

Castiglione Falletto, but the estate also 

makes Lazzarito from Serralunga, a wine 

aged in barriques as well as casks. The 

nose shows reserved red fruits and is 

lightly perfumed. Dense and very 

concentrated, it packs a punch with its 

hefty but ripe tannins. Assertive and very 

youthful, this is built to last and has 

impressive drive on the very long finish. 

Organic. Drink 2021-2040 Ale 15% 

Anselma, Pian Polvere, Monforte 
d'Alba93 
Pian Polvere lies in Monforte and although 

it has varied expositions, it's known for 

tannic wines. Maurizio Anselma's 2016 is 

deep in colour, the nose infused with 

cherry and tobacco aromas. It's dense and 

full-bodied, with robust tannins and a 
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chocolatey tone. A forceful wine, it lacks 

a light touch but has impressive and 

imposing weight of fruit with a long, 

chewy finish. Drink 2022-2038 

ArnaldoRivera, Monvigliero, Verduno 93 

This is the top label of the huge Terre del 

Baro lo cooperative, which for some years 

has made up to seven Barolos from 

members who adhere to a strict protocol. 

One of the co-op's best 2016s was from 

Monvigliero, a site with complex marl soils. 

The nose, with sumptuous raspberry fruit, 

is very ripe and oaky without being 

jam my. The attack is silky, concentrated 

and elegant, with lifted and pure fruit. It's 

not a weighty style, but it has persistence 

and should age well. The Barolo from 

Rocche di Castiglione is of comparable 

quality. Drink 2020-2038 Ale 14.5% 

® Aurelio Settimo, Rocche 
dell'Annunziata, La Morra 93 

Like a growing number of Barolo producers, 

Settimo ages its wines in Austrian oak as 

well as large French casks. Its single

vineyard wine comes from the celebrated 

Rocche dell'Annunziata, with its 

calcareous clay soils. The nose is rich and 

toasty, with dense cherry fruit. Suave and 

rounded, full-bodied and concentrated, 

this has considerable heft for La Morra, 

but it's not aggressive, and the finish is 

well balanced and long. Drink 2020-2036 

Borgogno Francesco, Brunate, 
La Morra 93 

There are a number of Borgognos in and 

around Barolo, and this traditional estate 

has been here since the 1930s, favouring 

long fermentations followed by long 

ageing in large casks. The nose is stylish, 

offering poised red-fruit aromas, with 

ample fruit and a floral note. Juicy and 

svelte, concentrated and fleshy, this also 

has spice, acidity and a very long, forceful 

finish. Drink 2021-2038 Ale 14.5% 

Bruna Grimaldi, Badarina, Serralunga 
d'Alba93 
POA Howard Ripley 

Of this estate's three single-vineyard 

Barolos, the Badarina, from 2ha at 450m, 

is usually the finest. It's aged in large casks 

and tonneaux. Very ripe raspberries and 

dried herbs infuse the nose. The palate is 

voluptuous, full-bodied and el e , 

displays impressive weight o fr ·. 

acidity on the finish should ens re a go d 

future. Organic. Drink 2021-203 Ale 't 5° 

Fogliati, Bussia, Monforte d'Alba 93 

I confess I know little about this property, 

but believe it is an old family estate 

revived by the Chiappa family. Only 3ha 

are in production. 2016 is its first vintage 

and the property is clearly off to a good 

start: the juicy cherry nose is ripe and 

succulent. There's opulent fruit on the 

palate, which is very concentrated, with 

impressive weight and density. Perhaps 

it's a touch warm on the finish, but it's still 

imposing, with admirable punch and 

length. Organic. Drink 2021-2035 Ale 14.5% 

Gaja, Sperss, Serralunga d'Alba 93 

POA Hatch Mansfield 

Gaja's Barolo blend from Serralunga is still 

very closed, which makes it difficult to 

assess. The raspberry-scented nose is 

dense and brooding rather than exuberant. 

Suave and fleshy on the palate, it is hugely 

concentrated, with fine depth of flavour, 

but there is also a ruggedness that will 

probably be shed with more bottle age 

The finish is long and punchy. Drink

2023-2040 

® Luigi Pira, Margheria, Serralunga 
d'Alba93 
Serralunga is known for its dense and 

powerful wines, but Pira's four bottlings 

usually have a gentler touch, and this is no 

exception. His Margheria vines were 

planted in 1959 on limestone and clay 

soils. The nose is packed with juicy red 

fruits, and it's suave and upfront on the 

palate but stylish and poised, with 

impeccable balance. Not especially 

forceful, it's harmonious, satisfying and 

very long. Drink 2020-2036 Ale 14.5% 

(J) Marco Marengo, Brunate, La Morra 93 

Marco Marengo produced a fine range of 

Barolos in this vintage. His Brunate in La 

Morra, from 70-year-old vines, receives a 

fairly short maceration and is aged in 

barriques, 15% new. The oak is evident on 

the nose, which has cranberry aromas. 

The attack is lean, sleek and silky, with fine 

purity of fruit. Ripe tannins give the wine 

backbone and the acidity ensures it has 

very good length. Drink 2020-2035 Ale 14% 

® Renato Ratti, Rocche dell'Annunziata, 
La Morra93 
£61.67 (ib)-£105 Christopher Keiller, Cru,

My Wine Cellar, Wineye 

Pietro Ratti's vineyards are all close to his 

winery in the Annunziata sub-zone of 

La Morra. In recent vintages his Rocche 

dell'Annunziata has been extremely 



consistent in delivering wines of 

impeccable finesse. It is aged in barriques 

as well as casks, but the oak is well judged. 

The red-fruit nose is lean and minty with 

floral nuances, the attack fresh and limpid, 

with clarity of fruit supported by firm 

tannins. Quite assertive now, it's youthful, 

stylish and long, with a crystalline finish. 

Drink 2021-2038 Ale 14.5% 

Vietti, Ravera, Novello 93 

Tasted twice - once blind, once not - this 

wine showed equally well. Sourced from 

the top site in Novello, it includes fruit 

from grapes planted in 1935, as well as 

younger vines. The nose is opulent, with 

intense red fruits. The palate shows 

density and power, with forceful tannins 

and ample weight. Not very nuanced now, 

it's sumptuous and structured and clearly 

built to last, with a long, spicy finish. 

Organic. Drink 2022-2040 Ale 14.5% 

Alberto Burzi, Capalot, La Morra 92 

There's a lot of buzz around Burzi, a wine 

producer in La Morra whose first vintage 

was 2012. His 2015s were excellent, and 

the same is true of this vintage. Ca pa lot is 

a south-facing vineyard at about 300m. 

Burzi favours a very long maceration and 

ageing in Austrian casks. The nose is still 

brooding and subdued, with cherry and 

raspberry fruit. Very concentrated, the 

attack is forceful and spicy, and the acidity 

gives pungency and drive to a fairly tannic 

wine. It's very long but does have a 

somewhat warm finish. Drink 2021-2038 

Giacomo Fenocchio, Bussia, Monforte 

d'Alba92 

£42Armit 

Claudio Fenocchio's largest site for Barolo 

is Bussia, where his vines have an average 

age of 35 years. He opts for long 

macerations and traditional ageing in 

casks. The nose is dense and reserved, 

with exuberant sour-cherry fruit. It's lush 

but burly, very tannic and powerful, with 

assertive and chewy tannins. It may be 

somewhat one-dimensional but it 

certainly shows force and personality. 

Very long. His Villero is almost as splendid 

in this vintage. Drink 2022-2038 Ale 14.5% 

Parusso, Mosconi, Monforte d'Alba 92 

Marco Parusso is a free spirit among Barolo 

winemakers, restlessly experimenting 

with drying grapes, lees contact and other 

techniques. He favours long macerations 

and ageing his wines in new barriques. 

Mosconi is a fairly new addition to his 

range - and a successful one. Deep in 

colour, it's super-ripe on the nose but not 

overblown. Suave and very concentrated, 

it has polished tannins and a good deal of 

complexity. It's clearly modern in style but 

does not taste over-oaked. Harmonious 

and long. Drink 2020-2036 Ale 14.5% 

Ettore Germano, Cerretta, Serralunga 

d'Alba91 

£80 Astrum Wine Cellars 

From Sergio Germano's 3ha of Cerretta 

vines, this wine is given a long maceration 

and then aged in medium-sized barrels, 

15% new. The nose is quite floral, with 

raspberry-jelly aromas. Concentrated but 

polished, it seems one-dimensional at 

present and lacks some lift. The tannins 

are still rugged but there is good acidity 

and length. Given Germano's track record, 

I am sure this will come round, but it's 

ungainly now. Drink 2021-2036 

Gagliasso, Rocche dell'Annunziata, 

La Morra 91 

Mario Gagliasso, and now his son Luca, are 

based in La Morra, though they own 

vineyards in other zones too. This is their 

top wine, aged both in barriques and 

casks. The red-fruited nose is certainly 

oaky but it also has a floral note that gives 

it charm. The attack seems light and 

simple but this is deceptive, as it gains 

spice and complexity on the mid-palate 

and has good acidity and length. A second 

La Morra Barolo, from Torriglione, is 

almost as fine. Drink 2020-2034 Ale 14.5% 

®Gianni Gagliardo, Lazzarito, 

Serralunga d'Alba 91 

This family estate, which now owns 30ha 

of vineyards, is based in La Morra, but this 

wine comes from Serralunga and is given 

long ageing in a single large cask, 

following a flirtation with smaller oak. 

It has a pronounced glace-cherry nose 

that's super-ripe. The palate is very 

concentrated, punchy and assertive, 

showing tension and drive. Firm tannins 

give grip on the long finish - it's evidently 

built to last. Drink 2021-2038 Ale 14.5% 

Giovanni Abrigo, Ravera, Novello 91 

Sergio Abrigo is based in Diano d'Alba, a 

Dolcetto zone, but also produces a Barolo 

from Ravera in Novello, grown at an 

elevation of 400m. It is aged in tonneaux 

as well as casks. The sweet, intense 

raspberry nose has charm and piquancy. 

It's fresh and juicy, concentrated and 

spicy, enlivened by tangy acidity and 

discreet underlying tannins. Well 

balanced and long, if not especially 

nuanced. Drink 2020-2035 Ale 14.6% 

Giulia Negri, Marassio, La Morra 91 

£19.50 Corney & Barrow 

I can't find this vineyard on the local maps, 

however Giulia Negri insists it not only 

exists but at 530m it is one of the highest 

in Barolo. It's located in La Morra on 

mainly limestone soils. The nose is 

bewitching, with lean and floral wild

strawberry aromas. Sleek and fresh, 

peppery but elegant, it displays a 

distinctly cool profile and lively acidity. 

Although no blockbuster, it's very pretty 

and doesn't lack tannin, structure or 

length. Drink 2020-2035 Ale 14% 

Mauro Veglio, Gattera, La Morra 91 

Veglio is an unashamed modernist, 

following the example of his neighbour 

Elio Altare. Gattera lies fairly low down ► 
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in Annunziata in La Morra, and Veglio ages 

the wine in about one-third new barriques. 

The oak is evident, but there are attractive 

red fruits and marzipan aromas too. 

Concentrated and robust, it has vigorous 

tannins beneath an appealing juiciness. 

It's long, shows great energy, but needs 

time to settle down and develop more 

complexity. Drink 2021-2036 Ale 14.5% 

@J Negretti, Rive, La Morra 91 

The Negretti brothers find lipstick tones in 

this La Morra wine, though I confess that 

nuance escapes me. But it's a very good 

wine, if not quite as dazzling as their 2015. 

The red-fruit nose is subdued but there's 

plenty of fruit lurking. Concentrated and 

suave, it shows good weight of fruit. 

Broad-shouldered, ripe tannins give the 

palate structure, and the acidity gives 

pungency and drive. Aged in barrels from 

France and in the increasingly popular 

Austrian oak. Drink 2021-2036 Ale 14.5% 

Reva91 

This Moravian-owned resort also farms 

9ha, recent additions being some 

prestigious single vineyards. This wine is a 

blend from four communes, fermented 

with natural yeasts and aged in casks and 

a small proportion of barriques. Coffee 

and red fruits on the nose, supple but 

concentrated attack, and no excessive 

extraction. Freshness and limpidity, long 

stylish finish. Organic. Drink 2020-2034 

Barolo riserva 2014 
Bruno Giacosa, Le Rocche del Falletto 

Riserva, Serralunga d'Alba 94 

£300 Armit

Giacosa's riservas are among the most 

prized wines in Piedmont, and even in this 

difficult vintage the property made an 

outstanding wine from this vineyard. The 

nose is incredibly perfumed, showing ripe 

raspberry fruit but also violets. The purity 

and poise are remarkable. There's a fine 

attack, ample concentration, of course, 

and polished tannins balanced by fine 

acidity. It's taut and refined yet has 

remarkable volume for 2014 and excellent 

length. Drink 2021-2038 Ale 14.5% 

Franco Conterno, Bussia Riserva, 

Monforte d'Alba 92 

This large estate owns vineyards in five 

communes, but its finest possession is a 

parcel in a steep section of Bussia in 

Monforte that is rich in clay and is always 

the source of the Riserva. There are 
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'To the surprise 
of many, 2017 
turned out to be 

a fine vintage 
for Barbaresco' 

delicate sour-cherry aromas on the nose, 

which is ripe and poised. It's robust 

without being too extracted, with firm 

tannins and ample spice and pep, as well 

as good acidity. Its structure and 

persistence should ensure that it will age 

well. Drink 2020-2035 Ale 14.5% 

Gigi Rosso, Arione dell'Ulivo Riserva, 

Serralunga d'Alba 92 

This will be the last vintage of this wine 

from Gigi Rosso. In 2015 Maurizio Rosso 

sold to Giacomo Conterno the Serralunga 

vineyard which has been the source of his 

top Riserva. It's always been a very 

structured wine and this 2014 is no 

exception. It's reserved on the nose but 

full-bodied and concentrated in the mouth, 

with bold tannins. Powerful, mouthfilling 

and opulent, it's impressive for the vintage 

but does lack some finesse at present. 

Long. Drink 2021-2035 Ale 14.5% 

Barbaresco 2017 
® Gaja, Sori San Lorenzo, Barbaresco 95 

POA Hatch Mansfield

This is generally the most austere of the 

three Gaja single-vineyard wines, and it 

has also been described as 'wilder'. In this 

vintage the nose does seem to have more 

weight than Sori Tildin, with rich raspberry 

and cherry aromas. It's sumptuous, 

full-bodied and concentrated, with 

considerable density and weight. Despite 

its youthful chewiness, it's still polished 

and balanced, with a very long finish. 

Drink 2021-2042 Ale 14.2% 

Gaja, Sori Tildin, Barbaresco 95 

POA Hatch Mansfield

Sori Tildin is a lofty south-facing site above 

another of Gaja's three single vineyards, 

Costa Russi. Delightful purity of fruit and 

has tension and gravitas, more so than 

Costa Russi in this vintage. Very long. 

Drink 2021-2040 Ale 14.2% 

@Cascina Luisin, Asili, Barbaresco 94 

Asili has limestone soils and the vines here 

are more than 60 years old. Roberto Minuto 

at Luisin favours a well-structured style of 

Barbaresco after a 40-day maceration. 

The fragrant nose is very delicate and 

almost febrile, but there's lovely floral 

raspberry fruit here. It's full-bodied and 

succulent, with ripe tannins and 

underlying acidity. The finish shows force 

and persistence, but is admirably 

balanced and classic. Drink 2021-2038 

@Voghera, Cotta, Neive 94 

Livia Voghera's excellent Barbaresco in 

2016 is surpassed by this splendid wine, 

even though it comes from hail-damaged 

Neive. The upfront, raspberry-scented nose 

is not overtly fruity but it's beguiling and 

ripe. The attack is fresh, silky and poised, 

very concentrated but not too extracted, 

and the tannins are polished. There's a 

delicate sucrosity on the finish, which is 

balanced and very long. Drink 2020-2035 

Manera93 

Located in the small village of San Rocco 

Seno d'Elvio, Manera sold grapes until 

2005, when it began producing its own 

wines. This Barbaresco is aged both in 

casks and barriques. The red-fruit nose is 

very elegant, poised and expressive. 

Velvety and very concentrated, it shows 

depth and grip but the tannins are 

polished and not aggressive. Powerful, 

assertive and long. Drink 2020-2035 

Fratelli Grasso, Vallegrande, Treiso 92 

This property would not normally be 

among my top Treiso estates, but this 

vintage is a great success, despite its 

alarmingly high alcohol. The nose is 

somewhat evolved, showing aromas of 

leather, tobacco and smoke rather than 

bright red fruits. It's full-bodied, dense 

and concentrated, yet the tannins are 

supple. Nonetheless, this a wine of power 

and vigour, albeit in an old-fashioned style 

that may not please everyone. Drink 

2021-2034 Ale 15.5% 

Barac, Rocche Massalupo 91 

This producer goes under the radar, 

fragrance on the nose, with lifted and fresh perhaps because it's located in San Rocco 

raspberry aromas. Although suave and 

velvety on the palate, there are robust and 

assertive tannins beneath the frui . This 

Seno d'Elvio, where it offers agriturismo 

facilities, but its Barbaresco is very good 

indeed. The nose displays rich cherry fruit, 



while the palate is also rich and fleshy, 
with considerable weight. It has heft and 
force, if at the expense of elegance, but 
the fruit quality is fine, the finish chewy 
and long. Organic. Drink 2021-2035 

Bruno Giacosa, Asili, Barbaresco 91 
f125Armit 

Bruno Giacosa passed away in early 2018, 
but his style and standards are being 
maintained by his daughter Bruna. Asili is 
a vineyard renowned for its finesse, and 
that's certainly evident here on the nose, 
which is very fragrant and ethereal, with 
raspberry and redcurrant aromas. The 
palate is still unyielding, tight and tannic, 
though it gains in volume and solidity. 
At present it lacks a little generosity, but 
it should put on weight when it reaches 
adolescence. The long, spicy finish is still 
a touch dry. Drink 2022-2038 Ale 14.5% 

Musso, Pora, Barbaresco 91 
£29.99 Wanderlust Wine 
This long-established estate in the village 
of Barbaresco produces two single
vineyard wines from here. Pora is 
lower-lying and close to the Tanaro river. 
The nose is decidedly sweet and ripe, with 
perfumed and floral raspberry aromas. 
The attack is rugged now, as the tannins 
are surprisingly firm and dense, but the 
angularity should vanish with more bottle 
age. The 2016 Pora won a Platinum award 
(97-l00pts) at the 2019 Decanter World 
Wine Awards. Drink 2022-2038 Ale 14.5% 

Barbaresco riserva 

2015 
® Produttori del Barbaresco, 

Montestefano Riserva, Barbaresco 94 
£48.33-£58.50 Appellations, Astrum Wine 

Cellars, Butlers Wine Cellar, Falcon Vintners, 

Fine & Rare, Field & Fawcett, Goedhuis & Co, 

Hedonism, IG Wines, Master of Malt, Millesima, 

Planet of the Grapes 

This small cooperative flourishes under 
the dynamic management of Aldo Vacca. 
Montestefano is one of the top sites in the 
commune of Barbaresco. The nose is still 
reserved, but there are rich red fruits 
lurking. Very concentrated on the palate, 
this is lush and approachable, although 
one senses there is much in reserve. Taut 
and imposing, with a finish that's tangy 
and persistent. Drink 2021-2038 Ale 13.5% 

Rizzi, Rizzi Vigna Boito Riserva, Treiso 94 
Enrico Dellapiana's riserva always comes 

from this hilltop site above the Rizzi 
vineyard. The soil is mostly clay, which 
gives the wine impressive structure. The 
nose is super-ripe, with seductive cherry 
aromas b_ut no jamminess. Full-bodied, 
succulent, velvety, yet supported by firm, 
fine-grained tannins. Chocolatey, forceful 
and very long. Drink 2021-2038 Ale 14% 

® Cascina Bruciata, Rio Sordo Riserva, 

Barbaresco 93 
A few years ago the large Marchesi di 
Barolo property acquired Cascina Bruciata 
in Barbaresco, which is the source of this 
riserva. Rio Sardo has light limestone soils 
that give elegant wines, and Bruciata's 
parcel has 60-year-old vines. The nose 
displays a robust raspberry and cherry 
nose, while the palate is suave but very 
concentrated. Although not very 
expressive now, its powerful structure is 
carried by bold tannins, delivering a wine 
that's imposing, long and built to last. 
Organic. Drink 2021-2040 

Cisa Asinari dei Marchesi di Gresy, Camp 

Gros Martinenga Riserva, Barbaresco 93 
POA Available via UK agent Boutinot 

Camp Gros is a consistent riserva from this 
substantial estate, where the long-term 
winemaker is Jeffrey Chilcott from New 
Zealand. This is aged initially in barriques 
and then in large casks. The nose is 
delightfully delicate and stylish, with leafy 
raspberry and cherry aromas. It's fresh 
and supple but still has considerable 
power and drive. Intensity and spice creep 
up onto the mid-palate, leading to a stylish 
and long finish. Drink 2020-2038 Ale 14% 

Produttori del Barbaresco, Paje Riserva, 

Barbaresco 93 

£48.33-£58.50 Astrum Wine Cellars, Harvey 
Nichols, IG Wines, Millesima, The Good Wine 
Shop, Wine Invest 
Close to the village of Barbaresco, this small 
vineyard's limestone-dominant soils 
usually give wines that are bright and 
floral - this wine meets that expectation. 
The nose shows intensity and purity, with 
piercing red-fruit aromas. It's supple on 
the attack, bright but weighty, and very 
concentrated. Lively acidity gives the 
finish tension and persistence. Elegant 
and long. Drink 2020-2036 Ale 14.5% 

La Bioca, Secondine Riserva, 

Barbaresco 92 
Secondine vineyard overlooks the Tanaro 
river, and La Bioca produces its wine from 
a tiny 0.2ha plot. It follows on from the 
excellent 2014 riserva, and is partly aged 
in 300-litre barrels. The nose is complex, 
intensely perfumed, infused with smoky 
raspberry fruit. Rich and velvety, the 
palate may seem a touch soft but it has 
immense concentration, with ripe tannins 
and considerable density, power rather 
than finesse. Drink 2021-2038 Ale 14% m

Deranter 
PREMIUM 

For full-length tasting notes on all the 

wines featured here and nearly 100 

others from Piedmont, tasted by 

Stephen Brook, along with his 

comprehensive analysis of the 

vintages and all the prices and 

stockists once available after release, 

please see Decanter.com/Premium. 
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TASTED & RATED 

Piedmont new releases 

Italian top-tier fizz 

Greeli whites 

PLUS 
• Value Burgundy

• Spanish whites to age
• Southern France travel
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